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We conducted a sensitivity analysis of relative risk estimates using local area mean disinfection by-product exposures. We used Monte Carlo simulations to

generate data representing 100 towns, each with 100 births (n¼ 10,000). Each town was assigned a mean total trihalomethane (TTHM) exposure value

(mean¼ 45, SD¼ 28) based on a variable number of sampling locations (range 2–10). True maternal TTHM exposure was randomly assigned from a

lognormal distribution using that town’s true mean value. We compared the effect of a 20mg/l increase in TTHM exposure on the risk of small-for-

gestational age infancy using the true maternal exposure compared to various weighting measures of the town mean exposures. The exposure metrics

included: (1) unweighted town mean, (2) town mean weighted by the inverse variance of the town mean, (3) town mean weighted by the inverse standard

deviation of the town mean, (4) town mean weighted by 1�(standard deviation of sites per town/mean across all towns), and (5) a randomly selected

value from one of the sites within the town of residence. To estimate the magnitude of misclassification bias from using the town mean concentrations, we

compared the true exposure odds ratios (1.00, 1.20, 1.50, and 2.00) to the mean exposure odds ratios from the five exposure scenarios. Misclassification

bias from the use of unweighted town mean exposures ranged from 19 to 39%, increasing in proportion to the size of the true effect estimates. Weighted

town mean TTHM exposures were less biased than the unweighted estimates of maternal exposure, with bias ranging from 0 to 23%. The weighted town

mean analyses showed that attenuation of the true effect of DBP exposure was diminished when town mean concentrations with large variability were

downweighted. We observed a trade-off between bias and precision in the weighted exposure analyses, with the least biased effects estimates having the

widest confidence intervals. Effect attenuation due to intrasystem variability was most evident in absolute and relative terms for larger odds ratios.
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Introduction

There is a growing body of epidemiologic evidence suggesting

a relationship between disinfection by-products (DBPs) and

indices of fetal development, such as low birth weight and

small-for-gestational age infancy (Nieuwenhuijsen et al.,

2000; Graves et al., 2001; Bove et al., 2002). Indirect

exposure assessment is a major limitation of previous studies,

since maternal exposures are often estimated from aggregate

(i.e., town-level) monitoring data. These data may not be

reflective of the exposure experience of the study population

due to interindividual differences in water usage and

unmeasured temporal and spatial variability in DBP forma-

tion. The impact of these sources of variability on previous

epidemiologic findings is unclear, but can result in bias due to

exposure misclassification in studies using town-level data to

assign individual-level exposures.

Intrasystem spatial variation in DBP concentrations results

from formation and degradation processes occurring over

time (Stevens et al., 1989) and space (Chen and Weisel,

1998). Spatial variability in trihalomethane formation has

been reported with distribution system levels up to two

(Rodriquez and Serodes, 2001) and three (Sohn et al., 2001)

times higher than finished water leaving the treatment plant.

This is in contrast to nonvolatile compounds such as

haloacetic acids (HAAs), where maximum concentrations

have been found at sampling locations closest to the point of

disinfection (Chen and Weisel, 1998). Reductions in HAAs

and other nonvolatile DBPs within the distribution system

can result from abiotic and biotic degradation (Hozalski

et al., 2001; Krasner et al., 1989; Singer, 1994). These

intrasystem differences highlight the limitation of using town

average concentrations as a surrogate of maternal exposure

to DBPs.

Several reproductive epidemiologic studies of DBPs have

used town average concentrations to estimate maternal

exposure (Kramer et al., 1992; Bove et al., 1995; Savitz

et al., 1995; Gallagher et al., 1998; Waller et al., 1998; Dodds
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et al., 1999; Klotz and Pyrch, 1999; Wright et al., 2003,

2004). Gallagher et al. (1998) used geographic information

system mapping and water hydraulic models to limit the

impact of spatial variability on exposure misclassification.

After restricting the study population to residents of census

blocks best represented by trihalomethane monitoring

locations, total trihalomethane (TTHM) exposures greater

than 60mg/l (compared to less than or equal to 20mg/l) were
associated with low birth weight among term infants (odds

ratio (OR)¼ 5.9, 95% CI 2.0–19.0) and all infants

(OR¼ 2.1, 95% CI 1.0–4.8). Klotz and Pyrch (1999)

addressed spatial variability in a study of neural tube defects

and trihalomethanes by collecting residential tap water

samples a year after the critical period of exposure. A 60%

(OR¼ 1.6, 95% CI 0.9–2.7) increased risk of neural tube

defects for utility average TTHM concentrations greater than

or equal to 40 mg/l (compared to less than 5 mg/l) was

observed in the overall population, while subjects with

residential tap water samples had a two-fold increased risk

(OR¼ 2.0, 95% CI 0.9–4.9). Residential tap water samples

collected a year after pregnancy likely reduced the impact of

spatial variability, but may have also introduced exposure

misclassification if the samples were not reflective of maternal

exposures a year earlier. Using a similar sampling approach

in a case–control study of stillbirths, King et al. (2004)

reported a small average absolute difference (9.8 mg/l) in

TTHM concentrations from samples collected a year after

pregnancy with distribution system measurements collected

during pregnancy (r¼ 0.87).

The aforementioned studies have attempted to limit the

impact of temporal and spatial variability in DBP formation

through improved exposure assessment, but very few have

quantified the amount of misclassification that occurs from

using town average exposures. In a re-analysis of a

prospective cohort study of 4212 women (Waller et al.,

1998), Waller et al. (2001) compared relative risk estimates of

spontaneous abortions for a variety of DBP exposure

metrics. Unweighted utility average exposure estimates were

compared to weighted utility averages and population subsets

restricted by level of intradistribution system variability.

Overall, they reported consistent reductions in effect

estimates due to misclassification of exposures based on

unweighted utility averages. We conducted a sensitivity

analysis to further examine the adequacy of using arithmetic

town mean concentrations to estimate individual exposure.

Monte Carlo simulations were used to quantify the amount

of bias due to nondifferential exposure misclassification from

the use of weighted and unweighted exposure metrics.

Methods

Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS) software version 8.2 was

used to simulate data representing disinfection by-product

concentrations in 100 public drinking water systems (SAS,

2000). Each town was assigned a base TTHM exposure value

(mt) from a lognormal distribution with an arithmetic mean of

45 mg/l and standard deviation of 28 mg/l, since arithmetic

distributions are commonly reported in the DBP literature.

logðmtÞ � Nð3:643; 0:572WÞ
where

W � Nð0; 1Þ ð1Þ
A random number of samples were simulated for each town

TTHM level independent of the town base exposure value.

The sampling distribution from a previous study was used to

assign the number of sampling locations per town (Wright

et al., 2004). In all, 26 of the towns had two sampling sites,

47 of the towns had four sites, five towns had five sites, 16

towns had eight sites, and two towns each had six, eight and

10 sites, respectively. Based on the assigned number of

sampling sites per town, we independently sampled TTHM

exposure values (xti) using the same town base distribution

each time F allowing each town to have a different standard

deviation.

log xtið Þ �N logðmtÞ �
ð0:5þ 0:1XÞ2

2

 !
; ð0:5þ 0:1XÞY

 !

where

X � Nð0; 1Þ
Y � Nð0; 1Þ

ð2Þ

The sampled exposure values were used to calculate the

average town exposure concentrations. Each of the 100

simulated mothers per town was independently assigned a

true exposure value (xm) randomly chosen from the TTHM

distribution for her town.

log xmð Þ �N logðmtÞ �
ð0:5þ 0:1ZÞ2

2

 !
; ð0:5þ 0:1ZÞA

 !

where

Z � Nð0; 1Þ
A � Nð0; 1Þ

ð3Þ

The probability of each mother giving birth to an infant

classified as small for gestational age was 5% in the absence

of exposure. We simulated four possible odds ratios

(ORs¼ 1.00, 1.20, 1.50, 2.00) per 20mg/l TTHM.
Logistic regression analyses were conducted using Proc

Logistic in SAS. We compared the true exposure odds ratios

to various exposure scenarios including weighted and

unweighted town mean exposures. The exposure weights

were functions of the standard deviation of exposure across

the samples for each town and included the inverse of the

arithmetic standard deviation of the town mean, the inverse

of the arithmetic variance of the town mean, and a weighting

scheme used by Waller et al. (2001) [1�(arithmetic standard

deviation of sites per town/mean across all towns)]. We
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assessed the effect of gross misclassification by evaluating the

odds ratios associated with a randomly chosen TTHM value

within a mother’s town of residence. We simulated 1000

iterations of each exposure scenario and calculated the mean

of the logistic regression coefficients, since the distribution of

log odds ratios is approximately normally distributed as

opposed to the highly skewed distribution of untransformed

odds ratios. We present the exponentiated mean log odds

ratios with 95% confidence intervals. We estimated the

magnitude of bias by the absolute difference of the mean log

odds ratio for each exposure weighting schemes compared to

the log odds ratio for the true maternal exposure to

standardize the comparisons of bias across different effect

sizes. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated to

determine the relationship between true maternal exposure

and town mean concentrations.

Results

Table 1 shows the distribution of town and individual mean

DBP exposures for a simulated population of 10,000. The

mean of the town base TTHM exposure was 45.1mg/l with a

standard deviation of 27.9 mg/l. The mean number of DBP

sampling sites per town was 4.4 with a standard deviation of

2.1. The mean of the town average TTHM based on selected

samples was 45.1mg/l with a standard deviation of 32.2mg/l.
The mean of the true maternal exposures was 45.1 mg/l with a

standard deviation of 41.1 mg/l. The correlation between the

true maternal exposure and the town mean concentration was

0.62.

The simulated mean odds ratios based on the actual

assigned maternal exposures were equal to the true odds

ratios across the different exposure metrics (Table 2). The

simulations of the null (OR¼ 1.00) yielded nearly unbiased

effect estimates with ORs that ranged from 0.98 to 1.00.

Compared to true maternal exposures measured without

error, the random site exposure was the most biased exposure

metric (48–82%) increasing in proportion to the size of the

effect estimates (Table 3). The bias from the unweighted town

average exposure also increased in proportion to size of the

effect estimates. For a true relative risk of 1.20, the odds ratio

based on an unweighted town mean was attenuated by 19%

(OR¼ 1.16). For true relative risks of 1.50 and 2.00, effect

estimate attenuation for unweighted town average exposures

was 26 and 39%, respectively.

Overall, the odds ratios for the weighted town average

metrics were less biased but had wider confidence intervals

compared to the unweighted averages (Table 2). For a true

relative risk of 1.20, the inverse standard deviation weight

was the most biased weighted exposure metric (OR¼ 1.16).

The town mean exposure weighted by one minus the ratio of

the standard deviation of the town mean divided by the

overall mean across towns was unbiased for a relative risk of

1.20. Negligible bias was detected for the inverse of the

variance of the town mean (OR¼ 1.50), while 12% bias

Table 1. Total trihalomethane exposure characteristics for a simulated population of 10,000 mothers and their town of residence.

TTHM concentration Arithmetic

mean

Arithmetic

standard deviation

Arithmetic

5th %

Arithmetic

95th %

Geometric

mean

Geometric

standard deviation

Town base 45.1 27.9 15.0 98.0 38.2 1.8

Town meana 45.1 32.2 12.8 105.3 36.8 1.9

Maternal exposure 45.1 41.1 9.5 118.3 33.6 2.2

aBased on arithmetic mean of 4.4 sampling sites per town, with a standard deviation of 2.1.

Table 2. Effect of simulated total trihalomethane exposure on the risk of small for gestational agea infancy in the absence and presence of

nondifferential exposure misclassification.

Exposure classification OR¼ 1.00b OR¼ 1.20b OR¼ 1.50b OR¼ 2.00b

Mother’s true exposure 1.00 (0.96, 1.04) 1.20 (1.17, 1.23) 1.50 (1.46, 1.54) 2.00 (1.93, 2.07)

Random site in town 1.00 (0.96, 1.04) 1.10 (1.06, 1.13) 1.20 (1.16, 1.24) 1.30 (1.25, 1.36)

Town mean F unweighted 1.00 (0.94, 1.06) 1.16 (1.09, 1.24) 1.35 (1.23, 1.48) 1.53 (1.36, 1.71)

Town mean F weight 1c 1.00 (0.90, 1.11) 1.20 (1.10, 1.31) 1.46 (1.30, 1.64) 1.73 (1.52, 1.97)

Town mean F weight 2d 0.99 (0.80, 1.23) 1.16 (1.09, 1.24) 1.43 (1.22, 1.68) 1.70 (1.39, 2.08)

Town mean F weight 3e 0.98 (0.49, 1.94) 1.19 (0.70, 2.02) 1.50 (0.88, 2.57) 1.86 (0.66, 5.24)

aProbability of small-for-gestational age infancy in unexposed population¼ 0.05.
bMean regression coefficients exponentiated to the odds ratio scale.
cWeight 1: 1�town standard deviation/overall mean across towns; if weighto0 then weight¼ 0.
dWeight 2: 1/town standard deviation.
eWeight 3: 1/town variance.
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(OR¼ 1.43) was found for the inverse standard deviation

metric. For a true odds ratio of 2.00, the inverse variance

weight was the least biased weighted exposure estimate

(OR¼ 1.86). Across the four selected relative risk values,

the inverse variance weights resulted in the least amount

of bias (0–10%). Overall, the inverse standard deviation

weights were the most biased weighted exposure metric

(12–23%).

Discussion

We used Monte Carlo simulations to examine the degree of

nondifferential misclassification bias resulting from the use of

town average TTHM concentrations to estimate individual-

level exposures. The simulations based on the true maternal

exposures were equal to the true odds ratios (1.00, 1.20, 1.50,

2.00) indicating that the simulations were unbiased. For a

null effect of DBP exposure (OR¼ 1.00), we observed

negligible bias (0–2%) across the different exposure metrics.

The unweighted sample mean estimates of personal exposure

produced results that were attenuated reflecting the effect of

nondifferential measurement error in assigning exposure to

individuals based on the average of several samples taken in

the area. The amount of effect attenuation due to

nondifferential misclassification increased with the size of

the effect estimates. Since town mean exposures with greater

variability across samples were less likely to accurately

estimate a particular mother’s exposure, we constructed

exposure weights that were functions of the standard

deviations of TTHM exposures across the samples for each

town. Overall, the weighted town mean analyses produced

less misclassification bias at the cost of greater variability in

the effect estimates compared to the unweighted results.

We have shown that weighted analyses using the town

mean DBP exposure as a proxy for maternal exposure

produces less nondifferential misclassification and less

attenuation of the true effect of exposure. It is unclear from

these results as to which of the weighting schemes will prove

most generally useful, since the least biased results were not

consistent across the range of relative risks that were

examined. The inverse variance weights were less biased but

not as efficient as the 1�(standard deviation of sites per

town/overall mean across towns) weight used by Waller et al.

(2001). Compared to groundwater users, they reported a

larger relative risk for weighted (OR¼ 1.5 versus 1.3 for

unweighted) TTHM exposures greater than 80 mg/l. We

found bias similar in magnitude for an odds ratio of 1.50

(weighted OR¼ 1.45 versus unweighted OR¼ 1.36), despite

differences in exposure scaling. These findings suggest that

constraints on the size of the weights are useful, but should be

further explored with respect to the individual weighting

scenarios. Our results were based on moderate to high spatial

variability in DBP exposure data. Town-level surrogate

measures of DBP exposure derived from water systems with

less spatial variability would be expected to have less

measurement error than we observed.

We examined only one source of measurement error that

can influence the relationship between true exposure and

surrogate measures of DBPs. Other potential sources of

measurement error include temporal differences in DBP

formation and interindividual variability in water usage. Our

simulations were based on a correlation of 0.62 between town

mean and true maternal TTHM exposure. Although this

relationship is typically unknown in observational epidemio-

logic studies, it is comparable to that observed in previous

DBP studies (Whitaker et al., 2003b; King et al., 2004).

Whitaker et al. (2003b) and King et al. (2004) used

individual level water usage data to estimate DBP exposure

during pregnancy and reported exposure misclassification

rates in excess of 40% for town average trihalomethane

classification. The impact of this exposure misclassification

on previously reported association is unknown, but addi-

tional research is needed to better understand the relative

contribution of various sources of measurement error in

epidemiologic studies.

Table 3. The percent biasa in the means odds ratios for small for gestational ageb infancy due to nondifferential misclassification of total

trihalomethane exposures.

Exposure classification OR¼ 1.00

(%)

OR¼ 1.20

(%)

OR¼ 1.50

(%)

OR¼ 2.00

(%)

Mother’s true exposure 0 0 0 0

Random site in town 0 �48 �55 �82

Town mean F unweighted 0 �19 �26 �39

Town mean F weight 1c 0 0 �7 �21

Town mean F weight 2d �1 �19 �12 �23

Town mean F weight 3e �2 �5 0 �10

aPercent bias is calculated from the difference between the true and observed odd ratios on the log scale.
bProbability of small-for-gestational age infancy in unexposed population¼ 0.05.
cWeight 1: 1�town standard deviation/overall mean across towns; if weighto0 then weight¼ 0.
dWeight 2: 1/town standard deviation.
eWeight 3: 1/town variance.
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